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We present a detailed study of a model of close-packed dimers on the square lattice with an interaction
between nearest-neighbor dimers. The interaction favors parallel alignment of dimers, resulting in a low-
temperature crystalline phase. With large-scale Monte Carlo and transfer matrix calculations, we show that the
crystal melts through a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition to give rise to a high-temperature critical phase,
with algebraic decays of correlations functions with exponents that vary continuously with the temperature. We
give a theoretical interpretation of these results by mapping the model to a Coulomb gas, whose coupling
constant and associated exponents are calculated numerically with high precision. Introducing monomers is a
marginal perturbation at the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition and gives rise to another critical line. We study this
line numerically, showing that it is in the Ashkin-Teller universality class, and terminates in a tricritical point
at finite temperature and monomer fugacity. In the course of this work, we also derive analytic results relevant
to the noninteracting case of dimer coverings, including a Bethe ansatz �at the free fermion point� analysis, a
detailed discussion of the effective height model, and a free field analysis of height fluctuations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of lattice coverings by “hard” objects, and
dimers in particular, is ubiquitous in classical statistical me-
chanics. The formulation of the problem of dimer coverings
goes back to the 1930’s �1�. The combinatorial problem of
finding the exact number of such coverings has been solved
in the early 1960’s for planar two-dimensional �2D� lattices
by means of Pfaffian techniques �2,3�, which have been ex-
tended to calculate dimer-dimer and monomer �i.e., unpaired
sites�-monomer correlation functions �4�. Notwithstanding
the intrinsic mathematical beauty of this problem �5�, it also
plays a central role in statistical physics due to its relation-
ship to Ising �3� or height models �6�. Dimer coverings of
bipartite graphs in three dimensions have also been recently
shown to be connected to gauge theories �7�. Dimer models
have also recently regained interest because quantum dimer
models �QDMs�, originally introduced by Rokhsar and Kiv-
elson �8�, are among the simplest systems which exhibit
ground states with topological order and fractionalization
�9�.

In this work, we study a model of interacting classical
dimers on the square lattice, with an interaction that favors
dimer alignment. The dimer coverings are close packed, i.e.,
there are no sites left uncovered by a dimer �monomers�. We
now describe the plan of the paper. We first introduce the
model and its simple limits in Sec. II. In Sec. III we intro-
duce the transfer matrix of the model and describe how its
critical exponents in the noninteracting �infinite temperature�
limit can be rederived by the Bethe ansatz technique. Unfor-
tunately, the interacting model does not seem to be integrable
by a straightforward extension of this approach. We therefore
go on, in Sec. IV, to describe two complementary numerical

simulation schemes: Monte Carlo �MC� and transfer matrix
�TM� calculations. The results of the MC simulations are
presented in Secs. V–VII: we find that the model possesses a
low-temperature crystalline phase separated by a Kosterlitz-
Thouless �KT� transition �10� from a high-temperature criti-
cal phase with floating exponents. We account for all these
findings in Sec. VIII, where we give a theoretical interpreta-
tion in terms of a Coulomb gas �CG� picture �11�. This map-
ping moreover allows one to make specific predictions on the
high-temperature phase that are successfully tested with
high-precision TM and MC calculations. The CG description
implies that the introduction of monomers is a marginal per-
turbation at the KT point and hence leads to the emergence
of another critical line. We study this numerically and find it
to be in the Ashkin-Teller universality class; the line termi-
nates in a tricritical point at finite temperature and monomer
fugacity. The finally obtained phase diagram is presented in
Fig. 1. We finally discuss the connections to other models in
classical statistical physics and the implications of our find-
ings for quantum models in Sec. IX, and conclude in Sec. X.
A short account of the results presented here was given in
Ref. �12�.

II. THE MODEL

We study a model of interacting close-packed dimers on
the square lattice, defined in the following way:

Z = �
c

exp�− Ec/T� ,

�1�
Ec = v��Nc�= � + Nc�II��� .

The sum in the partition function Z is over all fully-packed
dimer coverings of the square lattice c. To each dimer cov-
ering c, we assign the energy Ec which simply counts the*Electronic address: alet@irsamc.ups-tlse.fr
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number Nc�=�+Nc�II� of plaquettes with parallel �horizontal
or vertical� dimers in the covering c. �v � =1 sets the energy
scale �T is the temperature�. The sign of v determines the
nature of the interactions between the nearest-neighbor
dimers: v�0 correspond to aligning interactions between
dimers, v�0 favors configurations with staggered occupa-
tion of dimers. In this paper, we will consider v=−1, the
so-called columnar case.

The model is illustrated in Fig. 2, where a dimer covering
of the lattice is represented, and the plaquettes contributing a
factor +v to the energy of this configuration are identified by
a cross. It is straightforward to see that at zero temperature
T=0, the configurations that minimize the energy are the
four states represented in Fig. 3, where the dimers are
aligned in columns. This fourfold degenerate ground state
spontaneously breaks translation and � /2-rotational symme-
tries. The first excitation above these ground-states are ob-
tained by flipping two parallel dimers around a plaquette; the
system has a gap �it costs a finite energy 2v to flip the two
dimers� and the columnar order is therefore expected to sub-
sist at �possibly small but� finite temperature.

On the other hand, the partition function at infinite tem-
perature T=� is simply the unweighted sum over all possible
dimer coverings of the square lattice, and the model can be
solved exactly at this point �2,3�. The T=� point is critical,

with correlation functions displaying an algebraic depen-
dence with distance �4�: dimer-dimer correlation functions
decay as 1/r2 and monomer-monomer correlation functions
as 1/�r for large distance r. We postpone the precise defini-
tions of these correlation functions to Sec. III below where
we rederive the results for the critical exponents using an-
other exact approach, the coordinate Bethe ansatz. Although
we have not been able to solve the interacting dimer problem
�finite temperature�, the Bethe ansatz technique can poten-
tially go beyond free fermion problems �contrary to the
Pfaffian methods of Refs. �2–4��.

The Bethe ansatz method also serves to illustrate that the
critical nature of the dimer covering problem is intimately
linked to the bipartite nature of the square lattice �nonbipar-
tite lattices present a dimer liquid behavior with a finite cor-
relation length �9��. Unfortunately, the introduction of inter-
actions appears to break the integrability of the model.

We end up the Introduction with some historical notes on
this model. The model Eq. �1� was first introduced in the
physics of liquid crystals �13� and not developed further in
this context to our best knowledge. This is likely due to the
fact that the quest was there to look for microscopic models
where a true liquid crystal phase exists, and not a crystalline
state such as the one depicted in Fig. 3. Later on, Brankov
and co-workers �14� also studied the same model with Monte
Carlo methods but missed the true critical behavior of this
problem. In a recent publication �12� we described the phys-
ics of the undoped model and sketched the existence of a
critical line with central charge c=1 ending at a tricritical
point at finite doping. This has then been followed by other
studies, including construction of quantum models �15,16�
with ground-state wave functions described by the partition
function in Eq. �1�, further investigations of the doped mono-
mer case �15–17� and generalization to three-dimensional
lattices �18�.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Phase diagram of the interacting dimer
model in the temperature T, monomer fugacity � plane �see text for
definitions�. The solid lines represent second-order phase transition
lines with continuously varying exponents. When no monomers are
allowed ��=0�, the first critical line terminates at Tc=0.65�1� and
separates the high-T critical phase from a long-range order crystal-
line phase through a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition. Allowing
for monomers ���0� creates the second critical line separating the
low T crystalline phase from a monomer-dimer �massive� liquid
phase at high T. This line terminates in a multicritical point at T�

=0.29�2�, where it changes nature to become a first order line
�dashed line�. Simple energetic arguments �see Ref. �12�� predict
that the first order transition temperature scales as 1/ �2 ln���� when
�→�.

FIG. 2. Illustration of the interacting dimer model: we consider
dimer coverings of the square lattice where each plaquette �marked
with a cross� with a pair of parallel nearest neighbor dimers con-
tributes +v to the energy �the energy of this dimer covering is 7v�.

FIG. 3. The four columnar ground states.
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III. NONINTERACTING DIMERS AS FREE FERMIONS

We study dimer coverings �each site is paired with exactly
one of its neighbors� of the square lattice. In this section �and
only in this section�, we give a fugacity � to each horizontal
dimer, and 1 to vertical ones. This is the model of noninter-
acting dimers, solved by combinatorial methods �2–4�. We
will introduce the TM of this model and we show how to
compute the partition sum and the correlation functions by
the Bethe ansatz method.

A. Transfer matrix

The partition sum of the model is

Z = �
dimer configurations

� No. of horizontal dimers. �2�

On a strip of width L, we define the state of a row as the
“occupation numbers” 	= �	1 , . . . ,	L� of the vertical edges,
where 	i is equal to 1 if the ith vertical edge is occupied by
a dimer, and 0 otherwise. There are 2L configurations of a
row, so Z can be written as the trace of a 2L-dimensional
transfer matrix T. We impose periodic boundary conditions
�PBCs�, i.e., the index i is considered modulo L. Given two
line configurations 	 and 
, the matrix element T
	 is the
sum of the Boltzmann weights associated with the horizontal
dimer configurations � compatible with 	 and 
:

T
	 = �
���	,
�

��1+¯+�L �3�

as illustrated in Fig. 4. The compatibility criterion � � �	 ,
�
can be expressed formally as follows:

∀i � �1, . . . ,L	:�i + �i+1 + 	i + 
i+1 = 1. �4�

B. Conservation law

For convenience, we introduce a shift at each row in the
numbering of columns �see Fig. 4�. We call particle an
empty even vertical edge or an occupied odd vertical edge.
Let us show that the number of particles is conserved, and let
us give at the same time the rules for the dynamics of the
particles �see the corresponding Fig. 5�.

Particle on an even vertical edge. If a particle sits on the
vertical edge 	2j, then 	2j =0. The site above this edge must
be visited once, so one of the variables �2j, 
2j+1, �2j+1 must
be equal to 1. In the first �respectively, third� case, this im-
plies that 
2j �respectively, 
2j+2� is zero. Therefore, in the
next row, there is a particle on the edge 
2j, 
2j+1 or 
2j+2.

Particle on an odd vertical edge. If a particle sits on the
vertical edge 	2j−1, then 	2j−1=1. The site above this edge

has already been visited, so 
2j must be zero: in the next row,
the particle sits on the edge 
2j.

The TM is block diagonal, each block representing a sec-
tor with fixed number of particles n. We call T�n� the TM
block in the n-particle sector. Note that the lattice width L
must be even, because, for an odd lattice width with PBC,
the number of particles is not conserved.

C. One-particle sector

The action of T on a one-particle state � is

�T���2j� = ���2j − 2� + ��2j − 1� + ���2j� ,

�T���2j + 1� = ��2j� . �5�

We want to take advantage of the translational invariance to
diagonalize T�1�. Define the two-step cyclic permutation J of
the sites by its action on a one-particle state �:

�J���x� = ��x + 2� . �6�

On a lattice of even width with the PBC, the operator J
commutes with T�1�. If z satisfies the condition zL=1, the
eigenspace of J with eigenvalue z2 is generated by the two
vectors �z ,�z:

�z�2j� = z2j, �z�2j − 1� = 0,

�z�2j� = 0, �z�2j − 1� = z2j−1. �7�

Note that �−z=�z and �−z=−�z.
More generally, let z be a complex number of modulus

unity. The block of T�1� in the basis ��z ,�z� is


��1 + z−2� z−1

z−1 0
� . �8�

This matrix has eigenvectors z, z� with the eigenvalues
��z�, ���z� satisfying

��z� + ���z� = ��1 + z−2� ,

��z����z� = − z−2. �9�

One can then write

FIG. 4. The row-to-row transfer matrix.

FIG. 5. Rules for the dynamics of the particles on a strip of
width L=6. Particles are represented by zigzag lines. The rules are
different for particles starting from an even site �a�, �b�, �c� and an
odd site �d�.
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z = exp�ik� , �10�

��z� = exp�h + i�� + ��� , �11�

���z� = exp�− h + i�� − ��� , �12�

where k ,� ,� are real and h is nonnegative. ��z� is the ei-
genvalue with greatest modulus. With this parametrization,
Eqs. �9� imply

cosh�2h� = 1 + 2�2 cos2 k �13�

when �z � =1. Recalling that cos k�0, this relation can be
inverted and we obtain

h�k� = ln�� cos k + �1 + �2cos2 k�
1
2� �14�

when −� /2�k�� /2. A useful quantity for the computation
of finite-size effects is h��� /2�=−�.

D. Two-particle sector, scattering amplitude

Consider the action of the TM on the two-particle vector

12�x1,x2� = z1
�x1�z2

�x2�, x1 � x2. �15�

The TM changes the positions of the particles from �x1 ,x2� to
�y1 ,y2�. For fixed positions y1�y2, let us look at the initial
states leading to these positions.

If y2�y1+2 or �y1 ,y2�= �2j−1,2j+1�, then for each par-
ticle all initial states are allowed, thus

�T12��y1,y2� = �
x1,x2

z1
�x1�z2

�x2�Ty1,x1
Ty2,x2

= ��z1���z2�z1
�y1�z2

�y2� .

If �y1 ,y2�= �2j−1,2j�, all initial states are allowed except
x1=x2=2j−2. One has to subtract the corresponding term in
the action of the matrix T:

�T12��2j − 1,2j� = ��z1���z2�z1
�2j − 1�z2

�2j�

− �z1
�2j − 2�z2

�2j − 2� .

If �y1 ,y2�= �2j ,2j+1� or �y1 ,y2�= �2j ,2j+2�, all initial
states are allowed except x1=x2=2j. Similarly to the previ-
ous case,

�T12��2j,2j + 1� = ��z1���z2�z1
�2j�z2

�2j + 1�

− �z1
�2j�z2

�2j� ,

�T12��2j,2j + 2� = ��z1���z2�z1
�2j�z2

�2j + 2�

− �z1
�2j�z2

�2j� .

Note that all the interaction terms in T12 are symmetric
functions of the momenta k1 ,k2. As a consequence, the anti-
symmetric combination

�x1,x2� = z1
�x1�z2

�x2� − z2
�x1�z1

�x2� �16�

is an eigenvector of the matrix T with eigenvalue ��z1���z2�.

E. Periodic boundary conditions, position of the solutions

The analogous construction in the n-particles sector gives
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues

�x1, . . . ,xn� = �
P

��P�zp1
�x1� ¯ zpn

�xn� , �17�

��z1, . . . zn� = ��z1� ¯ ��zn� , �18�

where the sum is over all permutations of the integers
1 , . . . ,n and ��P� is the signature of the permutation P. PBCs
yield

∀ j �zj�L = �− 1�n−1. �19�

The solutions of these equations lie on the unit circle, which
justifies the discussion in Sec. III C. The momenta kj are
given by

kj =
2�

L
Ij, Ij � Z n odd,

kj =
2�

L
�Ij +

1

2
, Ij � Z n even. �20�

See Fig. 6 for a graphical representation of the vacancies on
the unit circle. For any z on the unit circle, the TM has an
eigenvalue � with modulus greater than 1. Therefore, the
number of particles that maximizes the total eigenvalue of T
is either the greatest even value or the greatest odd value for
n. Since the kj’s are distinct, lie in the interval �−� /2 ,� /2�
and are spaced by 2� /L, the maximum number of particles
is L /2.

F. Thermodynamic limit

In this section, the discussion is restricted for simplicity to
a system of width multiple of four: L=4p. According to the
previous section, the leading sector is defined by the greatest
eigenvalue either in the sector n=2p or in the sector n=2p
−1. As will be shown in a few lines, the correct choice for
the leading sector is n=2p.

For a system of finite width and infinite length, the free
energy density per surface unit in the n-particles sector is
defined by

FIG. 6. Position of the vacancies for a strip of width L=12.
Vacancies are represented by black points on the unit circle, in the
complex z plane.
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fL
�n� =

1

L
ln �max

�n� , �21�

where �max
�n� is the eigenvalue of T with greatest modulus in

the n-particles sector. The corresponding quantity for L=4p
and n=2p is

fL
�L/2� =

2

L
�
j=0

p−1

h
�j + 1/2�
2�

L
� , �22�

where the function h�k� is given by Eq. �14�. When L goes to
infinity, this quantity tends to the limit f�:

f� =
1

�
�

0

�/2

ln�� cos k + �1 + �2cos2 k�1/2�dk �23�

in agreement with formula �17� of Ref. �2�. In the isotropic
case �=1,

f��� = 1� =
2G

�
, �24�

where G is the Catalan constant

G = 1−2 − 3−2 + 5−2 − 7−2 + ¯ . �25�

The asymptotic behavior of fL
�L/2� is derived from the Euler-

Maclaurin formula

fL
�L/2� = f� + �

�

6L2 + o�L−2� . �26�

We expect the critical point to have conformal symmetry in
the isotropic case, with a central charge c=1. If one particle
is removed �n=2p−1�, the solutions zj all get shifted �see
Fig. 6�. The Euler-Maclaurin formula yields

fL
�L/2−1� = f� −

�

6L2h���

2
 −

1

�
I��/L� + o�L−2� �27�

with

I��� = �
�/2−�

�/2

h�k�dk = − h���

2
�2/2 + o��2� . �28�

Finally, we obtain

fL
�L/2−1� = fL

�L/2� −
�

2L2� + o�L−2� . �29�

This proves that in the thermodynamic limit the leading sec-
tor is indeed given by n=2p. In the isotropic case, the critical
exponent corresponding to the removal of one particle is
X1=1/4 �see definition and discussion in Sec. IV B below�.
Now if two particles are removed from the leading sector, the
other zj’s are not shifted, because the number of particles
remains even. The only effect is a decrease of free energy
caused by the absence of the two particles

fL
�L/2−2� = fL

�L/2� −
2

L
h��

2
−

�

L
 �30�

= fL
�L/2� −

2�

L2 � + o�L−2� . �31�

In the isotropic case, the critical exponent corresponding to
this process �see again Sec. IV B below� is X2=1.

G. Introducing interactions

A TM for the interacting model Eq. �1� can be written
down by generalizing the working of Sec. III A. To this end,
the basis states �	� must encode not only the occupation
numbers of a row of vertical edges �as before�, but also the
occupation numbers of the preceding row of horizontal
edges, as shown in Fig. 7.

The transfer matrix T is most easily defined by giving its
sparse matrix decomposition

T = T2T1, Tk = �
i=0

L−1

Tk
�i�, �32�

where the matrix T1
�i� encodes the interactions at plaquette i

and T2
�i� imposes the dimer constraint at vertex i. More pre-

cisely, T1
�i� evolves 	2i+1 into 
2i+1 and has matrix elements

�we set W�e−v/T�

T1
�i��	2i	2i+1�
2i+1	2i+2� = W�	2i	2i+2 + 	2i+1
2i+1� ,

whereas T2
�i� evolves 	2i into 
2i and has matrix elements

T2
�i��
2i−1	2i�
2i
2i+1� = �
2i−1+	2i+
2i+
2i+1,1.

We have attempted to diagonalize T using the Bethe an-
satz method, using a straightforward generalization of the
working exposed in the preceding subsections but we failed
to obtain a consistent determination of the scattering ampli-
tudes S�zi ,zj�. Most likely, this means that the interacting
dimer model is not integrable. In the remainder of the paper,
we therefore study the model using numerical and �non-
rigorous� field theoretical methods.

IV. NUMERICAL METHODS

Our numerical methods consist in MC simulations and
exact diagonalization of the TM. We now describe these two
methods in turn.

FIG. 7. The row-to-row transfer matrix for the interacting
case.
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A. Monte Carlo calculations

We use a MC directed-loop �or directed-“worm”� algo-
rithm �19�. This method allows one to make nonlocal moves
in the dimer configurations by changing the positions of
dimers along a closed loop, which can be quite large. This
results in small autocorrelation times in the MC process, and
permits one to treat large systems �up to 512�512 in this
study�. Moreover, the directed-loop algorithm captures the
physics of test defects �monomers� in the dimer configura-
tion as we discuss below. The algorithm indeed allows one to
calculate monomer-monomer correlation functions; con-
versely, this indicates that the performance of the algorithm
is dictated by the physical properties of test monomers in the
different physical phases.

For the sake of completeness, we briefly describe below
the algorithm following Ref. �19� and specifying minor de-
tails where our specific implementation differs. One MC
sweep of the algorithm consists of the three following steps:

�1� The worm, which can be seen as constituted by two
monomers �head and tail�, is initially placed on top of a
dimer configuration at a random site i= i0.

�2� The site i is connected to a neighboring site j by a
dimer in the background configuration �this dimer is noted
�i , j��. The head of the worm is moved to j and the dimer
�i , j� is removed, leaving the site j with no dimer attached to
it. Out of the four neighbors of j, one �which we call k� is
selected according to a local detailed balance rule �see be-
low�. A dimer is put between j and k.

�3� If k= i0, the worm is finished and we are left with a
new valid dimer configuration. Otherwise, we rename i=k
and go back to step 2.

How does the worm, sitting at site j �and coming from
site i�, choose the site k where a dimer will be put in step 2?
For this, we consider the weights w�ij� �respectively, w�jk��
contributed to the partition function by a dimer located be-
tween sites i and j �respectively, j and k�. In the model of
Ref. �19�, each dimer is given a certain fugacity and thus
contributes solely a certain weight to the partition function.
In our model, the weight of a dimer �i , j� is given by w�ij�
=exp�−v .Nij /T� where Nij � �0,1 ,2	 is the number of near-
est neighbors parallel to the dimer �i , j�. Once these weights
are known, the probability P��i , j�→ �j ,k�� to select a given
site k is imposed to satisfy a local detailed balance rule:

P��i, j� → �j,k��w�ij� = P��j,k� → �i, j��w�jk�. �33�

This leads to a set of equations �“directed-loop” equations
�19�� corresponding to all the possibles values of local dimer
configurations and the corresponding numbers Nij. These
equations are underdetermined, and we impose by experi-
ence �20,21� to minimize the bounce processes P��i , j�
→ �j , i��, i.e., the case where the site k is chosen to be the
origin site i �the worm backtracks in its own path, which is a
priori quite useless�. For the specific model of Ref. �19�, a
solution minimizing the bounce probabilities and satisfying
the local detailed balance equation was found analytically.
More generally, such a solution can always be found numeri-
cally with linear programming techniques �21�. Please note
that at T=�, the worm simply performs a random walk in the

dimer configuration �more precisely, all the even steps in the
walk are purely random, the odd ones are dictated by the
underlying dimer configuration�.

Taking a snapshot of the configuration during the worm
construction shows that two test monomers have been in-
serted in the dimer configuration, and thus connect the be-
havior of the worm to the monomer correlation function. The
fact that the worm walk is locally detailed balance actually
imposes the histogram of the distance r between the worm’s
head and tail to be proportional �up to a small correction
factor� to the monomer-monomer correlation function M�r�
�see precise definition in Sec. VII�. The proof of this state-
ment can be worked out along the lines of Ref. �21�. The
only subtlety is the following: the measurement of the corre-
lation function is made at step 2, before the selection of the
next site k. Since all the future dimer positions �j ,k� are not
equivalent �they will contribute differently to the partition
function� and since the next dimer position is not yet de-
cided, we have to correct the monomer-monomer correlation
estimator by the inverse of the total weight contributed by all
possible future positions, i.e., we increment the estimator of
M�r� �with r the position difference vector between sites i0

and j� by Wj
−1 where Wj =�kw�jk�. If all future position

dimers are equivalent �as in the model of Ref. �19��, this
factor is constant, and we can just simply identify the histo-
gram of the distance r between the worm’s head and tail to
M�r�.

The worm algorithm therefore possesses the nice feature
of being able to calculate M�r�, even if monomers are not
allowed in the model. This also indicates that the worm al-
gorithm performances is bound to follow the physics of
monomers: if the monomers are confined, the worms will be
short, resulting in a merely local algorithm—which is known
to display poor performances �for example, ergodicity prob-
lems�. If the monomers are deconfined, worms will be long
and will update a massive number of dimers—resulting in
small autocorrelation times.

The technical details of the MC calculations are as fol-
lows: simulations were performed on N=L�L samples, up
to L=160 for the full T range, and up to L=512 for correla-
tion functions for a few chosen temperatures. PBCs are as-
sumed. Each MC sweep is constituted by a number of worms
such that all the links of the lattice are visited once on aver-
age by a worm. For each parameter set, a total between 106

and 107 sweeps was performed.

B. Transfer matrix calculations

The TM for the interacting dimer model was defined
above in Sec. III G. We shall henceforth suppose that the
width L of the lattice strip is even; the periodic boundary
conditions in the L direction are then compatible with the
bipartiteness of the lattice. By virtue of the conservation law
established in Sec. III B, the TM has a block diagonal struc-
ture, with each block corresponding to a fixed number of
particles. It is convenient to define a “charge” Q correspond-
ing to each block, as Q=L /2−n, where n is the number of
particles. Also, we label the eigenvalues �k

Q within each

block in order of decreasing norm: ��1
Q � � ��2

Q � � . . . .
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1. Correlation functions

For entropic reasons, the largest eigenvalue must be lo-
cated in the Q=0 block �max=�1

0. By the Perron-Frobenius
theorem, it corresponds to the unique eigenvector in which
all entries are non-negative. Consider first a dimer covering
of a strip of size L�M, with free �respectively, periodic�
boundary conditions in the M �respectively, L� direction.
Only the TM eigenvalues of the Q=0 block will contribute
to the corresponding partition function Z. Let us now modify
the problem by marking Q0�0 vertices of the even sublat-
tice in the bottom row, and Q0 vertices of the odd sublattice
in the top row. In the modified problem, dimers are required
to cover all unmarked vertices and none of the marked ver-
tices. The TM eigenvalues contributing to the modified par-
tition function ZQ0

are then exactly those of the Q=Q0 block.
�For Q0�0, interchange the two sublattices and change the
sign of Q0.�

Physically, the marked vertices can be interpreted
as monomer defects in the surrounding dimer environment.
The ratios CQ0

�M��ZQ0
/Z define �unnormalized� correlation

functions, measuring the correlations between the two
groups of monomers, separated by a distance M. For
M�L the correlations decay exponentially as CQ0

�M�
���1

Q0 /�1
0�M.

If the system enjoys conformal invariance, this corre-
sponds to an algebraic decay in the plane. More precisely,
define the free energies per unit area as fk

Q=L−1ln �k
Q. The

finite-size dependence �22�

f1
0 − f1

Q0 =
2�XQ0

L2 + o�L−2� �34�

then defines a critical exponent XQ0
whose interpretation

reads as follows: let CN be a dimer covering of an N�N
square with free boundary conditions �planar geometry�,
with two small regions of Q0 monomer defects, each region
corresponding to a definite sublattice as above. Suppose that
each region has an extent of the order of the lattice spacing
and is far from the boundaries. Then the probability that the
two regions are separated by a distance r satisfying
1�r�N is proportional to r−2XQ0.

The corresponding conformal field theory �CFT� is further
characterized by its central charge c, which is related to the
finite-size dependence of �max as follows �23�:

f1
0 = f� +

�c

6L2 + o�L−2� , �35�

where f�=limL→�f1
0 is the bulk free energy. While X1 deter-

mines the leading monomer-monomer correlation function,
the leading dimer-dimer correlation can be obtained from Eq.
�34� by replacing f1

Q0 by f2
0.

2. Numerical procedure

The leading eigenvalue of a given block Q is obtained by
an iterative procedure �the so-called power method �24�� in
which the relevant TM block TQ is multiplied onto a vector
of weights which is indexed by the basis states of that block.
This vector can be taken initially as a single arbitrary basis

state, which is known to belong to the block Q. The eigen-
value �1

Q is then related to the asymptotic growth of the
norm of the iterated vector.

This procedure has multiple practical advantages: �i� only
the iterated vector, and not TQ itself, needs to be stored in
memory, �ii� using the factorization �32� one can take advan-
tage of sparse matrix techniques, so that one iteration is per-
formed in time �L dim�TQ�, �iii� the complete state space
corresponding to TQ is automatically generated in the itera-
tive process. To store and access the weights in an efficient
manner �i.e., in constant time�, standard hashing techniques
are employed.

To obtain higher eigenvalues, �k
Q with k�2, one can

similarly iterate a set of vectors which is kept mutually or-
thogonal at the end of each iteration �24�. Alternatively, one
can in some cases use the symmetry of the corresponding
eigenvectors. As an example of this, note that the eigenvec-
tors corresponding to �1

0 �respectively, �2
0� are even �respec-

tively, odd� upon shifting the lattice by one unit in the hori-
zontal direction.

The computational effort needed to obtain the largest ei-
genvalue can be judged from Table I which shows the size of
the block T0 for various strip widths L. Note that these num-
bers increase much slower than the naive estimate 4L, that
one would obtain by considering the possible occupation
numbers while ignoring the dimer constraint and the value of
Q. We limited the present study to Lmax=18, although a
couple of more sizes could have easily been obtained.

The values of dim�TQ� can easily be obtained analytically
using generating function techniques. The result is that
dim�TQ� for a given �even� value of L is the coefficient in the
term qQ in the polynomial expansion of

�1 + 4q + q2 + �1 + q��1 + 6q + q2

2q
L/2

+ �1 + 4q + q2 − �1 + q��1 + 6q + q2

2q
L/2

. �36�

The dimension dim�T�=�Q=−L/2
L/2 dim�TQ� of the total TM is

then simply

dim�T� = �1 + �2�L + �1 − �2�L. �37�

This is also the dimension of the �unique block of the� TM
when monomers are allowed; see Sec. VIII B 3 below.

TABLE I. Dimensions of the various blocks TQ of the transfer
matrix, as functions of the strip width L.

L 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

dim�T0� 4 16 76 384 2004 10672 57628 314368 1728292

dim�T1� 1 8 48 272 1520 8472 47264 264224 1480608

dim�T2� 1 12 96 660 4224 26012 156608 929700

dim�T3� 1 16 160 1304 9520 65056 426000

dim�T4� 1 20 240 2268 18688 141156
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V. COLUMNAR ORDER AT LOW TEMPERATURE

A. Possible crystalline orderings

We present here MC results concerning the nature of the
low-T phase. From the energy form, we expect at low-T a
proliferation of plaquettes containing parallel dimers. A natu-
ral expectation is to have a single low-T phase breaking the
same symmetries as the ground states in Fig. 3: we refer to
such an order breaking both translation and � /2 rotation
symmetries as columnar order. On the other hand, from our
knowledge of QDM, we know that another type of order
could also be stabilized: plaquette order. We describe more
precisely this order below. As to discriminate which kind�s�
of phase�s� is �are� found at low T in the dimer model Eq.
�1�, we will introduce three different order parameters.

1. Description of plaquette ordering

The QDM on the square lattice is believed to have some
plaquette long-ranged order in some finite region of param-
eter space at T=0. In such a symmetry broken phase, one
quarter of the square plaquettes are spontaneously selected to
host a pair of �quantum-mechanically� resonating dimers.
The resulting state breaks translation invariance but is invari-
ant under � /2 rotation with respect to the center of any
plaquette �see Ref. �25� for an illustration�. In the quantum
system, a plaquette phase has a �slightly� higher potential
energy than a columnar crystal, but the stronger dimer reso-
nances lower the plaquette state energy through the kinetic
terms of the quantum Hamiltonian. Of course, in our classi-
cal model, kinetic terms are absent. Still, the thermal fluctua-
tions of the dimer locations around each “flippable”
plaquette allow to gain some entropy �compared to that of a
columnar crystal� and lower the free energy. The competition
between entropy and potential energy in the classical system
is analogous to that between kinetic and potential terms in
the QDM. As the plaquette phase is likely to be realized at
T=0 in the QDM, it is a priori also a natural candidate in the
�finite temperature� phase diagram of the classical model.

In a plaquette phase, two distant flippable plaquettes are
almost uncorrelated: if the first one is dimerized, say, hori-
zontally, the second can be found in both states with equal
probability �hence the � /2 rotation symmetry�. This is not
true for nearby—and necessarily correlated—plaquettes, thus
defining some finite correlation length. A columnar state can
be viewed as a plaquette phase in which this plaquette-
plaquette correlation length has grown to infinity so that all
the plaquettes of the lattice simultaneously adopt the same
orientation. A typical plaquette configuration is displayed in
Fig. 8. The plaquette phase breaks translational symmetry
but not � /2-rotational symmetry. A possible scenario �even-
tually ruled out by the numerical results, see below� could
therefore be melting of the columnar crystal through an in-
termediate plaquette phase with partial restoration of the ro-
tation symmetry.

2. Order parameters

Complex columnar order parameter. We first use the defi-
nition �proposed in Ref. �26�� of a complex columnar order
parameter �col�r� at site r

�col�r� = �− �rx�n̂�r + x/2� − n̂�r − x/2��

+ i�− �ry�n̂�r + y/2� − n̂�r − y/2�� , �38�

where x ,y are unit vectors, and n̂ is the dimer bond occupa-
tion number �i.e., n̂�r+x /2� is 1 if there’s a dimer between
site r and site r+x�. We define the associated columnar sus-
ceptibility as

�col =
4

L2����
r�A

�col�r��2� − ���
r�A

�col�r���2 ,

�39�

where the sums are taken only over the sublattice A. Another
interesting quantity is the columnar Binder �27� cumulant

Bcol = 1 −
����4�

2����2�2 . �40�

This Binder cumulant saturates to 1/2 for a long-range or-
dered phase, and scales to 0 in the thermodynamic limit for a
phase with no long-range order, due to the Gaussian nature
of the fluctuations of this order parameter. As was already
noted in Ref. �25�, this order parameter �and associated quan-
tities� is sensitive to translation symmetry breaking and a
nonzero expectation value detects both columnar and
plaquette ordering. Looking at the phase of �col can in prin-
ciple discriminate between the two phases: however, the
phase turns out to be a noisy observable in our simulations
and has no practical use. We will therefore use other indica-
tors.

Dimer rotation symmetry breaking. At sufficiently high
temperatures, the system is symmetric under � /2 rotations
so that the average number of vertical dimers is equal to the
average number of horizontal ones. This also holds in a
plaquette phase, but is no longer true for a columnar state. A
convenient way of monitoring the � /2-rotation symmetry
�25� is the dimer symmetry breaking

D = 2/L2�Nc�−� − Nc�I�� , �41�

where Nc�−� �respectively Nc�I�� is the number of horizontal
�respectively, vertical� dimers in the configuration c. Normal

FIG. 8. A typical plaquette configuration.
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ization is such that D=1 in the pure columnar states of Fig.
3. It is also useful to define the corresponding susceptibil-
ity �D=L2��D2�− �D�2� and Binder cumulant BD=1
− �D4� / �3�D2�2�.

Plaquette order parameter. To discriminate positively the
plaquette phase, we also use the following plaquette order
parameter:

P = 2/L2��
p

�− �px+pyvp� , �42�

where the sum is over all plaquettes of the lattice with coor-
dinates p= �px , py�, and vp=1 if the plaquette with coordi-
nates p contains two parallel dimers �vp=0 otherwise�. This
quantity can also be seen as a generalized energy at wave
vector �� ,��. The staggered factor �−�px+py is essentially
constant in a pure plaquette state, and makes the sum vanish
in a columnar state. The expectation value �P� of the
plaquette order parameter is then 0 in the columnar phase,
and saturates to a finite value in the thermodynamic limit in
a plaquette phase. The associated plaquette susceptibility is
�P=L2��P2�− �P�2� and plaquette Binder cumulant BP=1
− �P4� / �3�P2�2�.

B. Numerical results

1. Dimer rotation symmetry breaking

The expectation value �D� is displayed versus T in Fig. 9
and clearly saturates to its maximum values at low T. The
curves for different system sizes start to differ at a tempera-
ture around T�0.6 and in order to detect more finely the
critical temperature Tc, we use the corresponding susceptibil-
ity �D and Binder cumulant BD.

�D shows a pronounced peak around T�0.63 �see Fig.
10�, signaling the onset of long-range order. Noticing that the
temperature at which the susceptibility peaks slightly drifts

when increasing system size, we differ an estimation of Tc in
favor of the Binder cumulant, which is known to allow ac-
curate determinations of Tc.

The Binder cumulant BD saturates in the thermodynamic
limit to 2/3 at low T �see Fig. 11� and we observe a crossing
of the curves for different system sizes for both cumulants at
a unique temperature Tc, signaling the entrance into the low
T columnar phase. The critical temperature is estimated from
this curve to be Tc=0.65�1�. The results of this section also
indicate that plaquette order is not present below Tc, but
leave open the possibility of a plaquette phase at higher T.

2. Plaquette correlations

The expectation value of the plaquette order parameter
�P� shows a nonmonotonous behavior as a function of T
�see Fig. 12�, with an order parameter peaking close to Tc

FIG. 9. �Color online� Dimer symmetry breaking order param-
eter �D� versus temperature T for different system sizes.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Dimer symmetry breaking susceptibility
�D versus temperature T for different system sizes.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Dimer symmetry breaking Binder cumu-
lant BD versus temperature T for different system sizes.
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�0.65 from above for all system sizes. One also immedi-
ately notes that �P� has overall small values and decreases
with system size. The plaquette susceptibility �P peaks
slightly above Tc �see Fig. 13�: we interpret this as plaquette
correlations being the strongest just before the entrance into
the columnar phase. Even though the �P values are very
small values as compared to other typical susceptibilities
�see, for example, Fig. 10�, long-range plaquette order could
survive in the thermodynamic limit. This is clearly ruled out
by the behavior of the plaquette Binder cumulant �see Fig.
14� which is nonmonotonous as well: BP starts to rise from
its high-T zero value when decreasing temperature and sud-
denly drops down to zero at a temperature slightly above Tc.
This excludes long-range plaquette order.

We conclude that �strong� plaquette correlations are
present, start to develop as one decreases T, peak just above

Tc, but do not form a true thermodynamic phase as they are
suddenly overtaken by columnar order. However, as we
show in the next section, these correlations possibly “pol-
lute” the finite-size behavior of the complex columnar order
parameter.

3. Complex columnar order parameter

The columnar order parameter ���col � �
= 2

L2 ���r�A�col�r� � � is displayed in Fig. 15 for different sys-
tem sizes �from L=16 to L=160�. One clearly sees order
setting in at low T, and the curves for different L start to
separate roughly around T�0.6. To determine more pre-
cisely the critical point, we inspect the behavior of the co-
lumnar susceptibility �Eq. �39� and Fig. 16� and Binder cu-
mulant �Eq. �40� and Fig. 17�.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Plaquette order parameter �P� versus
temperature T for different system sizes. The dashed line denotes
Tc=0.65�1� as estimated by the dimer symmetry breaking Binder
cumulant.

FIG. 13. �Color online� Plaquette susceptibility �P versus tem-
perature T for different system sizes. The dashed line denotes Tc

=0.65�1�.

FIG. 14. �Color online� Plaquette Binder cumulant BP versus
temperature T for different system sizes. The dashed line denotes
Tc=0.65�1�.

FIG. 15. �Color online� Columnar order parameter ���col � � as a
function of temperature T for different system sizes.
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The columnar susceptibility has an unexpected behavior.
It exhibits two peaks: the first is quite sharp and localized
around T�0.63, and the second is much broader around T
�1. It is also to be noted that whereas for small system sizes
�L�96�, the first peak is smaller than the second one, the
tendency is inverted for the two largest system sizes. This
could mean that the second peak actually saturates to a finite
value in the thermodynamic limit. Another possible scenario
is that the two peaks merge, which is not unlikely noticing
that the positions of the maximum of the second peaks shift
toward lower T when increasing L. Unfortunately, the cur-
rently available system sizes do not allow us to draw defini-
tive conclusions on the scaling behaviour of �col.

The columnar Binder cumulant �Fig. 17� also displays
unusual features: a very flat pseudocrossing of the curves for
different L is observed around T�1.8 �see zoom on left inset

of Fig. 17� and a marked anomaly around T�0.63 �see zoom
on right inset�. A crossing of curves corresponding to differ-
ent system sizes for a Binder cumulant usually denotes a
transition to a long-range ordered phase. However, the cross-
ing observed here is very flat and it is actually almost impos-
sible within the statistical accuracy to locate a single crossing
point for the three largest samples. The anomaly around T
�0.63 is particularly singular and we are not aware of such
a behavior being reported for a Binder cumulant in the lit-
erature. The fact that two singularities are observed both in
�col and Bcol could be interpreted at first glance as signs of an
intermediate phase. However, given our previous findings of
strong but no long-range ordered plaquette correlations, it
appears likely that the second feature at high T actually dis-
appears in the thermodynamic limit, whereas the first one
around T�0.63 subsists. Indeed, whereas both the columnar
susceptibility and Binder cumulant are marked at the lowest
temperature, the temperature at which �col peaks is different
from the one at which Bcol shows a crossing.

We believe that the plaquette correlations found in Sec.
V B 2 affect the finite size behavior of other observables and
are in particular responsible for the behaviors observed in the
columnar susceptibility and Binder cumulant. The fact that
strictly speaking, �P does not peak where the second peak in
�col is present �even though the latter drifts with system size�
might indicate that other types of correlations are also
present above Tc. In conclusion of this section, we find that
the model Eq. �1� shows a unique transition to a columnar
order at Tc=0.65�1� with no intermediate phase, but with
strong plaquettes correlations above Tc.

VI. NATURE OF THE PHASE TRANSITION

The model �1� displays a phase transition at Tc=0.65�1�
separating a low T columnar phase from a high T phase �that
we will describe more carefully in Sec. VII�. We now inves-
tigate the nature of this phase transition.

A. Energy cumulant

We first plot in Fig. 18 the behavior versus temperature T
of the energy cumulant �28�

V = 1 −
�E4�

3�E2�2 . �43�

In both a disordered and in an ordered phase, this cumulant
saturates to 2/3 in the thermodynamic limit �28�. This is also
the case at the critical point for a second order phase transi-
tion �even though the energy distribution is not Gaussian�,
whereas for a first order transition, it admits a nontrivial
minimum �different from 2/3� in the thermodynamic limit
�28�. We are not aware of any predictions for a KT transition.

Our results for V�T� show a clear dip close to the critical
temperature Tc=0.65�1� for all system sizes, but this mini-
mum scales to 2/3 in the thermodynamic limit as can be
clearly seen in the inset of Fig. 18. These results exclude a
first order transition.

FIG. 16. �Color online� Columnar susceptibility �col as a func-
tion of temperature T for different system sizes.

FIG. 17. �Color online� Columnar Binder cumulant Bcol as a
function of temperature T for different system sizes. Right inset:
Anomaly near T�0.63. Left inset: Pseudocrossing around T�1.8.
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B. Specific heat

We now consider the second cumulant of the energy, i.e.,
the specific heat per site, defined as

Cv

N
=

1

N

�E2� − �E�2

T2 . �44�

The specific heat per site shows a pronounced peak which
does not diverge in the thermodynamic limit �see Fig. 19 and
its inset�. We can see that this peak is located at a tempera-
ture T�0.59 different from the critical temperature Tc
=0.65�1�, denoted by a dashed line in Fig. 19. For a second-
order phase transition, we would have expected either a di-
vergence of the specific heat at Tc �if the critical exponent
	�0� or a cusp �for 	�0�. Our results show that Cv is
completely featureless at Tc: this is typical of a Kosterlitz-
Thouless transition. We will see in the following sections

that this is naturally expected noticing the nature of the high-
temperature phase that we now address.

VII. HIGH-TEMPERATURE PHASE

It was demonstrated more than 40 years ago that the T
=� point of our model �which is the classical dimer covering
of the square lattice� is critical: the system possesses corre-
lations functions that decay algebraically with distance �4�.
In this section we consider the fate of various correlation
functions in the whole high-T region �Tc , � �.

A. Dimer-dimer correlation functions

We have calculated two types of dimer-dimer correlation
functions in the MC simulations. Both types concern dimers
which are chosen for simplicity in the same orientation. We
take horizontal dimers without loss of generality. The first
correlator which we dub “longitudinal” is the connected cor-
relation function of two horizontal dimers on the same row
separated by a distance x:

Gl�x� = �n̂−�r�n̂−�r + �x,0��� − 1/16, �45�

where n̂−�r�=1 for a horizontal dimer at site r, and 0 other-
wise. The constant 1 /16 stands for the dimer density
squared. The second one is the “transverse” correlation func-
tion of two dimers separated by a distance x on the same
column

Gt�x� = �n̂−�r�n̂−�r + �0,x��� − 1/16. �46�

At T=�, the exact calculations of Ref. �4� give the
asymptotic results

Gl�x� � �− �x 1

�2x2 + O�x−3� �47�

and

Gt�x� �
1

�2x2 + O�x−3�, x odd, �48�

�−
1

�2x4 + O�x−6�, x even. �49�

For all finite T�Tc, we find that the longitudinal correla-
tion function Gl�x� remains staggered, and that it decays al-
gebraically, with a decay exponent 	d that varies continu-
ously with the temperature T:

Gl�x� � �− �xA�T�x−	d�T� �50�

for large x �with A�T� an amplitude�. In Fig. 20, we represent
�−�xGl�x� for four different T=1,2 ,3 and T=� on a log-log
scale to emphasize the power-law decay. The algebraic de-
cays are eventually cut around L /2 due to the PBC �system
size is here L=512�. The value of the decay exponent 	d�T�
can be estimated from these plots, however the symmetry
around L /2 due to the PBC makes a high-precision determi-
nation of the exponent difficult, since it would depend on the
range of distances used in the fit. We will use alternative

FIG. 18. �Color online� Energy cumulant V versus temperature
T for different system sizes. Inset: zoom on the large size samples.

FIG. 19. �Color online� Specific heat per site Cv /N versus tem-
perature T for different system sizes. The dashed line indicates Tc

=0.65�1�. Inset: zoom on the specific heat peak.
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methods �TM calculations and winding fluctuations� in Sec.
VIII to estimates decay exponents. To show that the different
ways of estimating the decay exponents are consistent, we
have plotted in Fig. 20 lines corresponding to the decay ex-
ponents found in Sec. VIII �at T=�, we take the exact result
	d�T= � �=2�. These lines are in perfect agreement with the
first part of the correlation function �−�xGl�x� which is not
affected by the periodicity.

In Fig. 21, we plot the transverse correlation function
Gt�x� for the same T. We also find here a power-law decay
with the same exponent 	d�T� as for the longitudinal corre-

lation function ��−�xGl�x� and Gt�x� essentially coincide for
large x�. Small deviations can, however, be found at small
distances �see x�10 in Fig. 21�, where the data for odd or
even x do not exactly coincide. This odd/even distinction is
already present in the T=� case—see Eqs. �48� and �49�. We
find that Gt�x� is well fitted by the expression

Gt�x� � A�T�x−	d�T�, x odd, �51�

�A�T�x−	d�T� + B�T�x−��T�, x even, �52�

where A�T� is the same amplitude as the one found for the
longitudinal correlation function, B�T� is a negative constant
and ��T� is a subleading correction exponent for even x. Our
data are compatible with ��T��2.

B. Monomer-monomer correlation function

In addition to dimer-dimer correlation functions, it is use-
ful to consider the correlator between monomers, which are
defined as sites not paired to any neighboring site by a dimer.
Monomers are by definition absent in the model, however,
we can calculate the properties of two test monomers in a
background of dimers by considering the monomer-
monomer correlation function �4,19,29�

M�x� � Z�x� , �53�

where Z�x� denotes the number of possible configurations
where the two test monomers are separated by a vector x.
Note that this is exactly the correlation function CQ0

�M� de-
fined in the TM Sec. IV B �we changed notations from M to
x and CQ0

to M for consistency with previous works�. For a
bipartite lattice such as the square lattice, M�x�=0 if mono-
mers are located on the same sublattice. From now on, we
will consider only monomers on opposite sublattices. To sim-
plify calculations, we focus on the case x= �x ,0� �two mono-
mers on the same row�. The proportionality constant is taken
such that M�1�=1 �4,19�.

At T=�, the exact result M�x��x−1/2 holds in the ther-
modynamic limit �4�. At finite T, we can estimate M�x� with
high-precision thanks to the worm algorithm �see Sec. IV A�.
Results for M�x� are displayed versus x on a log-log scale in
Fig. 22 for the four temperatures used for the dimer-dimer
correlation functions: we also observe here power laws, with
an exponent 	m�T� that appears to vary continuously with T:

M�x� � x−	m�T�. �54�

For the same technical reasons as for the dimer-dimer corre-
lation functions, we do not estimate directly from this plot
the values of 	m�T�, as the error bars would be too large. We
will obtain precise estimates of 	m�T� in Sec. VIII, which we
already display as straight lines in Fig. 22 to show the good
agreement with the real-space measures of M�x�. As will be
understood, we note that whereas 	d�T� decreases when low-
ering T, 	m�T� increases �this can be clearly seen with the
identical color chart of Figs. 20–22�.

FIG. 20. �Color online� Staggered longitudinal dimer-dimer cor-
relation function �−�xGl�x� versus distance x between dimers for
four different temperatures T �log-log scale�. The straight lines cor-
respond to decay exponents 	d�T� calculated in Sec. VIII.

FIG. 21. �Color online� Transverse dimer-dimer correlation
function Gt�x� versus distance x between dimers for four different
temperatures T �log-log scale�. The straight lines correspond to de-
cay exponents 	d�T� calculated in Sec. VIII. For the T=� curve, the
results for even x have been omitted �as they are negative—see Eq.
�49��.
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VIII. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

We recapitulate the MC results on the finite-T behavior of
the interacting dimer model Eq. �1� with v�0: we observe a
transition from a high-T critical phase with continuously
varying critical exponents to a low-T crystalline phase of
dimers. Even though other types of correlations are present
�such as plaquette correlations�, there is no intermediate
phase in between. The transition is found to be of KT type.
The existence of the high-T critical phase, the floating expo-
nents, the KT transition and the dimensionality d=2 of the
problem naturally suggest CG physics �11�. In the following,
we will indeed describe the �nonexact� mapping of the inter-
acting dimer model to a CG that will account for all the
above findings. Moreover, thanks to results of CFT and the
use of TM calculations, we will be able to determine with
high-precision the critical exponents 	d�T� and 	m�T�, and
the associated CG constant.

The following section will also have the advantage of
reconciliating different points of view on the model Eq. �1�.
Readers familiar with height models will find an alternative
derivation of the effective height action for dimer configura-
tions. For readers familiar with CG physics, the TM calcula-
tions presented here will allow a high precision test of the
CG predictions, with a precision probably not reachable in
other models. For readers interested in the dimer enumera-
tion problem at T=�, an interesting relationship between
dimer winding numbers fluctuations and CG constant will be
derived in passing. Finally, for readers coming from the
quantum condensed matter community, these results have
profound implications for the high-T regime of QDM, as will
be discussed in Sec. IX.

A. Mapping to a Coulomb gas

1. Height model

To obtain a CG picture of the interacting dimer model, we
first use a height description of dimer configurations �6�.

Each plaquette of the square lattice is assigned a real-valued
height z in the following way: going counterclockwise
around an even �respectively odd� site on the square lattice, z
changes by +3/4 if the bond crossed is occupied by a dimer
and by −1/4 if it is empty �respectively −3/4 and +1/4�.
These units are chosen such that a monomer on the even
�respectively odd� sublattice corresponds to a dislocation of
1 �respectively, −1� in the height. To fix the absolute height,
one fixes the plaquette at the origin to have, say, z�0�=0. By
integrating out the short distance fluctuations of z�r�, one
obtains an effective action Seff�h� for the coarse-grained
height h�r�, defined in the continuum, which corresponds to
the long-wavelength modes of z�r�.

Locality. The form of this effective action is constrained
by the fact that the microscopic model is local in terms of the
dimer degrees of freedom. Consider a finite area A of the
system and some fixed coarse-grained height h�r� for r�A.
The associated free energy �obtained by summing over all
microscopic dimer configurations compatible with the given
h�r�� should not depend on the dimer positions outside A.
However, by shifting the dimers along a closed loop, the
dimer configuration inside is unchanged but the microscopic
height z�r� is uniformly shifted by +1 �or −1� for all the
plaquettes located inside the loop �and so for the coarse
grained height h�. Doing so for a large loop surrounding A,
one therefore shows that Seff must satisfy Seff�h�=Seff�h+1�
for any physical h.

� /2 rotation symmetry. Consider a large but finite square
area A of the lattice with linear even size L. Outside A, the
dimers are assumed not to cross the boundary of A. Let
z�r�=z0+d�r� be the height inside A and z0 the height of the,
say, lower left corner of A �30�. Whatever the dimer locations
inside A �compatible with the constraint above�, one can
move the dimers inside A by a � /2 rotation R with respect
to its central plaquette. z is unchanged outside A but for r
�A the height is changed to z��r�=z0−d�R�r��. Now we
take a smooth height profile h�r�A�and evaluate the associ-
ated free energy Seff�h� by summing over all microscopic
dimerizations giving the same coarse grained height h. By
the rotation described above, we know that another height
h��r�=−h�R�r�� corresponds to the same set of dimerizations
of A, up to a rotation. Because R is a symmetry of the lattice
and of the dimer-dimer interactions, both h and h� must have
the same free energy and we get Seff�h�=Seff�−h�. Here we
ignored boundary effects at the edge of A, which should be
negligible for a large enough area.

Translation symmetry. In addition to the assumption that
no dimer crosses the boundary of A, we assume that some
dimers occupy all the vertical bonds on the right side of A
�shaded dimers in the left panel of Fig. 23�. One can shift the
dimers of A by one lattice spacing to the right provided that
the column of dimers on the right side of A is put back on the
left side after the translation �shaded dimers in the right
panel of Fig. 23�. If the height inside A is z�r�=z0+d�r�, the
new height after the translation is z��r�=z0− 1

4 −d�r−1�. As
before, z0 is the height of the lower left corner of A before
the move �and z0− 1

4 after the translation�. Again, we evaluate
the free energy Seff�h� associated to a smooth height profile
by summing over all microscopic dimerizations giving the

FIG. 22. �Color online� Monomer-monomer correlation function
M�x� versus distance x between monomers for four different tem-
peratures �T log-log scale�. The straight lines correspond to decay
exponents 	m�T� calculated in Sec. VIII. For the T=� curve, we
used the exact result 	m�T= � �=1/2.
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coarse-grained height h. From the “local translation” above,
one shows that the smooth height h��r�=− 1

4 −h�r−1��− 1
4

−h�r� corresponds to the same set of dimerizations of A, but
shifted by one lattice spacing. Because of the translation in-
variance of the model, both coarse-grained height profiles
therefore have the same free energy Seff�h�=Seff�−h− 1

4
�. As

before we ignored boundary effects at the edge of A. We also
neglected the variations of h at the lattice spacing scale:
h�r��h�r+1�. This is natural for a smooth height, obtained
from a microscopic �and discrete� z�r� by filtering out short
wavelength modes.

From the discussion above, it appears that lattice symme-
tries of the dimer model implies not only spatial symmetries
for the effective height model but also some periodicity of
the free energy in the height space. A similar result was
previously obtained by Henley and co-workers using the
concept of “ideal states” �31�.

Combining the constraints of translation and rotation
symmetries, we get that h→−h and h→h+ 1

4 should keep the
effective action invariant. This shows that the only allowed
“potential” terms are cos�2�ph� with p an integer multiple
of 4. As only long-wavelength modes �k�1� are kept in a
coarse-grained height, only terms with a minimal number of
space derivatives are important. This naturally leads to an
“elastic” term ��h�2. We eventually get a sine-Gordon model
for the coarse-grained height

Seff =� dr
�g��h�r��2 + �
p=4,8,12,. . .

Vp cos�2�ph�r��� .

�55�

So far we only invoked symmetry arguments to constrain
the form of the effective action. It turns out that the elastic
and potential terms with p=4 have a simple physical inter-
pretation in terms of the dimer model. The gradient term
favors “flat” heights. There are indeed more dimer configu-
rations corresponding to a flat average height than a tilted

one. This comes from the fact that a dimer shift along a
closed loop is possible only if the height is constant �up to
small discretization effect� along the loop. Thus, there is
more room for dimer moves if the average slope is small �in
which case there are many small “iso-h” loops available�
than if the slope is large �fewer “iso-h” curves�. As for the
cos�8�h� terms, it has four minima �h= 1

8 , 3
8 , 5

8 , 7
8

� which pre-
cisely coincide with the average height of the four columnar
configurations �ground states� which minimize the dimer-
dimer interaction energy �see Fig 3�. The model therefore
describes a combination of entropy and energy �locking� ef-
fects.

It is a standard result �32� that in 2D the relevance in the
renormalization group �RG� sense of the cosine term de-
pends on the period and on the stiffness constant g �33�. The
cosine term is relevant �and locks the height� if g� p2 /4
whereas it renormalizes to zero when g� p2 /4. In the latter
case the long-distance theory is a free field �elastic term
only� and the system is critical �“rough” in the height model
terminology�. The transition between the two phases is of the
KT type. For completeness, this classic RG calculation is
reproduced in Appendix A.

2. Coulomb gas

It is well known that the sine-Gordon model is equivalent
to a �low-density� one-component CG �11�. This standard
mapping is reproduced in Appendix B. This point of view
has the advantage �over the sine-Gordon model described
above� that it provides a framework to understand the role of
the �here suppressed� monomers in the model, as well as
other operators or correlations.

In the mapping from the sine-Gordon model to a CG
model, the height field is conjugate to the electric charge
density. Similarly, it can be shown that magnetic charges
correspond to topological defects �dislocations� in the height.
A dual magnetic charge m=1 �respectively, m=−1� corre-
sponds to a dislocation in the height field, which can be
inserted “by hand” through the inclusion of monomers on the
even �resp. odd� sublattice or through appropriate boundary
conditions �see the discussion in Sec. IV B�. The exponent
�34� associated to the insertion of a particle with electromag-
netic charge �e ,m� is given by �11�

	�e,m� = e2/g + gm2, �56�

where g is the CG coupling constant. The normalization of g
and of the height field in Eq. �55� have been chosen such that
e and m are integers and that standard expressions �11� for g
are recovered.

In the CG picture, inserting an electric charge e is imple-
mented by a vertex operator Ve�r�¬exp�2i�eh�r��: appear-
ing in the Fourier expansion of any operator periodic in the
coarse-grained field. Such a term with e=1 actually appears
as a continuum limit contribution in the definition of the
dimer operator �35�: this allows one to identify the con-
tinuum limit of the dimer number as an operator with electric
charge e=1. To magnetic charges �monomers� correspond

dual operators h̃�r�; however the fugacity for these magnetic
charges is fixed to zero as we consider close-packed dimers.

FIG. 23. Assuming that the column of sites located immediately
to the right side of the area A is occupied by vertical dimers
�shaded� and that no dimer crosses the boundary of A �dashed line�,
one can shift the whole area by one lattice spacing to the right. The
vertical dimers are then moved to the left side. Such a “local”
translation changes the height profile inside A from z�r�=z0+d�r� to
z��r�=z0− 1

4 −d�r�. The change d�r�→−d�r� reflects the fact that the
two sublattices are exchanged inside A. z0 is the height at the lower
left corner of A before the translation.
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The dimer-dimer correlation function decays with an expo-
nent related to the dimension of the e=1 operator 	d
=	�1,0�=1/g and the monomer-monomer correlation func-
tion decays with the exponent 	m=	�0,1�=g. This leads in
particular to the prediction 	d=1/	m, independently of T
�12�.

The effective coupling constant g�T� varies with T to ac-
count for the continuously varying exponents. It can be cal-
culated via the above mentioned relations with decay expo-
nents or via fluctuations of winding numbers �see Sec.
VIII C�. As usual in a CG description, it is useful to have an
external exact result to fix the coupling constant: here the
calculations of Refs. �2,4� give g�T= � �=1/2.

Another insight of the CG picture is about the relevance
of the locking potential Vp in Eq. �55�: the identification with
the vertex operator of an electric charge p immediately indi-
cates �11� that it will become relevant for g�gc�p�= p2

4 �this
is the same result as obtained within the RG of Appendix A�.
In our model, p=4 and g thus increases from 1/2 at T=� to
g�Tc�=gc�p=4�=4 at the critical point. This also means that
locking potential terms with higher values of p will always
be less relevant and can be ignored in the present model.

We finally note that an equivalent route leading to the
same CG model is to consider the low-T phase. The system
has a fourfold ground-state degeneracy. At low T, a finite
system is mainly composed of large domains where all the
dimers are aligned in one of the four possible columnar
states of Fig. 3. One can associate to each domain orientation
a q=4 “clock spin.” One could therefore naively expect a
transition in the 2D q=4 state clock model universality class.
The q-state clock model is well known to map to a CG with
�unconstrained� integer magnetic charges and electric
charges multiples of q �11�. The key point here is that due to
the absence of monomers in our model, there cannot be iso-
lated points �sites� around which this clock spin can make a
2� rotation passing by the four possible ground states. This
is nicely illustrated in another context in Ref. �36�. In other
words, we are considering a q=4 state clock model with no
topological defects. Magnetic charges are therefore absent in
the associated CG and we arrive at the same CG picture
described above: electric charges can only be multiples of 4
and magnetic charges are absent.

B. Transfer matrix calculations

TM calculations are perfectly suited to validate this CG
scenario, thanks to the conformal invariance results �34� and
�35�.

1. Fundamental exponents

In Fig. 24, we show the finite-size estimates of the central
charge c as a function of W�e−v/T. The results shown are
three-point fits based on Eq. �35� with a 1/L4 correction
added. Indeed, such a non-universal correction is predicted
by conformal invariance, and is known to greatly improve
the rate of convergence. The data show a clear c=1 plateau
for 1�W�Wc, where we estimate Wc=4.5�1� from the in-
tersections of the curves. For W�Wc the curves level off to

zero, with the drop getting sharper with increasing strip
width L: this signals the transition to noncritical behavior.
The estimate of Wc is in perfect agreement with the MC
estimate of Tc.

In Fig. 25 we show the finite-size estimates of the mono-
mer exponent X1=	m /2 as a function of W. The results
shown are two-point fits based on Eq. �34� for Q0=1 with,
once again, a 1 /L4 correction added. The agreement with the
result X1=1/4 �see Sec. III F� for W=1 is very clear. Within
the critical region W� �1,Wc�, the data can readily be ex-
trapolated to the thermodynamic limit L→�, and one finds
that X1 is a monotonically increasing function of W that
eventually takes the value X1�Wc�=2. So the monomer per-
turbation is marginal at Wc and relevant in the critical region,
as predicted by the CG. For W�Wc the extrapolation in L of
the numerical data does not work well, as could be expected

FIG. 24. �Color online� Three-point fits c�L−4,L−2,L� for the
central charge, as a function of W. The dashed line indicates Tc as
found by the Monte Carlo simulations.

FIG. 25. �Color online� Two-point fits X1�L−2,L� for the mono-
mer exponent, as a function of W.
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from the noncritical behavior predicted in this region.
Figure 26 shows the finite-size estimates of the dimer ex-

ponent X2=	d /2 as a function of W, based on the first two
eigenvalues in the Q=0 block. There is an excellent agree-
ment with the result X2=1 �see Sec. III F� for W=1. Inside
the critical region W� �1,Wc�, the data decrease monotoni-
cally, and one has to a very good precision X1X2=1/4 inde-
pendently of W, confirming the CG scenario involving only a
single coupling constant g. An estimate for the location of
the critical point Wc can be obtained from the crossings of
the curves, and is consistent with the one given above.

2. Higher dimer exponents

To analyze the agreement with the CG scenario in more
detail, we show in Fig. 27 the exponents X obtained from the

first 15 gaps in the Q=0 block. The first of these coincides
with the fundamental dimer exponent X2 discussed above.
This level exhibits a twofold degeneracy which is almost
exact at finite size. The identity operator is observed to have
descendants at level 1 and 2 �i.e., operators with constant
X=1 and X=2�, in agreement with CFT.

More interestingly, all other exponents appear to be of the
form p2X2+q, for integers p�2 and q�0. In the CG sce-
nario, this is accounted for by operators of electric charge p
times that of the fundamental one, and their descendants.
Inevitably, these higher operators are slightly less well deter-
mined in finite size, and the splittings of the degeneracies
which would be exact in the thermodynamic limit are some-
what larger. In the figure, we have shown in solid line style
the finite-size data for X2 �corresponding to p=1�, X2+1 �its
first descendant�, and 4X2 �the p=2 electric exponent�. The
agreement with the numerical data is very fine. To summa-
rize, the data of Fig. 27 provide strong evidence that the CG
description of the model is correct and complete.

3. Including monomers

The generalization of the dimer model to finite monomer
fugacity was first studied by TM calculations in the grand
canonical ensemble in Ref. �12�. We give here a more de-
tailed analysis. We also mention a very recent work by Pa-
panikolaou, Luijten, and Fradkin �17� who independently
consider the finite doping transition in this model.

The monomer exponent X1 is RG relevant �i.e., X1�2�
for 1�W�Wc. This means that the critical phase of the
close-packed dimer model is unstable toward doping with
monomers. We have verified numerically that there is no
critical behavior for W� �1,Wc� and finite monomer fugacity
�. This means that the RG flow will be toward the trivial
noncritical fixed point at �=�.

However, X1 is marginal �X1=2� exactly at W=Wc, and
thus one may suspect, as announced in Ref. �12�, that allow-
ing for a finite monomer density will produce another critical
line emerging from Wc. To test this suspicion, we have
adapted the TM to accommodate for monomers with Boltz-
mann weight �. The weight of a pair of aligned dimers is still
W=e−v/T with v=−1.

Despite of this modification the basis states can still be
described in terms of the edge occupation numbers intro-
duced in Sec. III G. The main difference is in the dimer
constraint: if a vertex is occupied by a monomer, none of its
four incident edges may be occupied by a dimer. It should be
noted that allowing for monomers will couple the different
blocks TQ of the TM. Accordingly, the dimension dim�T� of
the modified TM is larger than in the pure dimer case for
which one could diagonalize sector by sector. We have there-
fore restricted the study of the monomer-doped model to
widths L�16. The analytic expression for dim�T� has been
given in Eq. �37� above.

In Fig. 28 we show rough scans of the effective central
charge ceff as a function of T, for various values of � and
rather small sizes L. We observe that for each value of �,
there exists a temperature T��� for which ceff goes through a
maximum. The finite-size corrections to T��� are found to be
very small. We interpret the curve T��� as a line of fixed

FIG. 26. �Color online� Two-point fits X2�L−2,L� for the dimer
exponent, as a function of W.

FIG. 27. �Color online� Two-point fits X�14,16� for the first 15
exponents in the Q=0 block, as functions of W. All observed expo-
nents are simply related to the fundamental dimer exponent X2.
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points which correspond to the phase transition between high
and low monomer density.

As the maximum in ceff becomes sharper with increasing
system size �not shown�, the fixed points T��� are RG un-
stable to small variations in the parameters �� ,T�. This
means that points on the low-� side of the transition will
renormalize toward vanishing monomer density, but this
phase will be noncritical �crystalline phase� since the tem-
perature is lower than the critical temperature in the pure
dimer model. Points on the high-� side of the transition will
renormalize toward infinite � as before. Note that when �
increases, T��� decreases. This was to be expected, since
when the dimers are diluted by more and more monomers, it
becomes harder for them to align at a given temperature.

We have determined T��� by taking these temperature
scans of Fig. 29 to larger sizes �up to L=16� and carefully
studying the finite-size effects. Our final results for the phase
transition temperatures are given in Table II.

To determine whether the phase transition curve T��� cor-
responds to a critical behavior, we show in Fig. 29 the effec-
tive central charge as a function of T��� for several different
system sizes. We observe that there exists a temperature T�

such that c�1 for T����T�. Determining T� from this figure
is a little delicate, since even for the lowest value of T
shown, the finite-size effects are such that ceff decreases with
increasing L. We can, however, give a first rough estimate

T� = 0.35 ± 0.05. �57�

We interpret the role of T� as follows: For T�T�, the curve
T��� describes a line of second-order �continuous� phase
transitions with c=1, whereas for T�T� the phase transition
becomes first order �discontinuous�. This means that ��� ,T��
is a tricritical point. The tricritical nature of this point is
further corroborated by an easy domain-wall argument show-
ing that the transition at T=0 is necessarily discontinuous
�12�.

To determine the universality class of the critical part of
the curve T���, we show in Fig. 30 estimates for the lowest
four scaling dimensions �denoted x1�x2�x3�x4� as func-
tions of T���. A conspicuous feature is that x1�1/8 is almost
independent of T���, and that x2 is almost degenerate with x1.
The existence of a constant exponent x=1/8 �first noted in
Ref. �12�� and other interaction-dependent exponents, is

FIG. 28. �Color online� Temperature scans of the effective cen-
tral charge ceff�4,6 ,8� for various values of the monomer weight �.

FIG. 29. �Color online� The effective central charge as a func-
tion of T���. The dashed line denotes ceff=1.

TABLE II. Phase transition temperature T��� in the model where
monomers are allowed with a weight �. The error bar on the values
of T��� is of the order ±0.0002.

� 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

T��� 0.6635 0.6125 0.5710 0.5360 0.5055 0.4795

� 1.4 1.8 2.6 4.0 8.0

T��� 0.4355 0.4015 0.3515 0.2970 0.2265

FIG. 30. �Color online� The lowest four scaling dimensions
x�L−2,L� along the critical curve T���. The dashed and dotted lines
denote the values x=1/8 and 1/2, respectively.
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characteristic of the two-dimensional Ashkin-Teller �37�
�AT� model. We therefore conjecture that the critical curve
T��� is in the universality class of the AT model.

To test this conjecture and make it more precise, we recall
some facts about the isotropic, self-dual AT model, following
section 12.9 of Baxter’s book �38�. The AT model is origi-
nally defined in terms of two Ising models, each with cou-
pling constant K, that interact via a four-spin �energy-energy�
coupling K4. Defining �1=exp�−K4� and �3=exp�K4−2K�,
one finds, after a long series of transformations, that the
model is equivalent to a six-vertex model with parameters
a=b=�2�1 and c=�2��1+�3�. The anisotropy parameter �
of the corresponding XXZ spin chain reads

� = 1 −
1

2
�1 +

�3

�1
2

= 1 − 2 cos2��y

4
 , �58�

where the second equality parametrizes only the critical re-
gime �� � �1, through the parameter y� �0,2�. We note that
y=0 corresponds to a KT transition. The original couplings,
K and K4, are only real and finite for y� �0,4 /3�, but from
the point of view of the six-vertex model nothing special
happens at y=4/3. The critical exponents of the AT model
differ subtly from those of the equivalent six-vertex model.
There are two magnetic-type exponents, which in our nota-
tion read xH

�1�=1/8 and xH
�2�= 1

8−4y , and a temperaturelike ex-
ponent xt=

1
2−y .

We now claim that the critical line T��� corresponds to the
AT model with y� �0,3 /2�. Moreover, we identify x1=x2 of
Fig. 30 with xH

�1� in the AT model, x3 with xH
�2�, and x4 with xt

�the latter identification is only on the low-T side of the level
crossing visible in the figure; for higher T we identify xt with
the analytic continuation of x4�. The parameter y is an �un-
known� increasing function of T, taking the values y=0 at
T=T� and y=3/2 at T=Tc.

Using Fig. 30, we can now identify T� either from x3
=1/8 or from x4=1/2. These two determinations are consis-
tent, but the latter leads to the best final estimate of the
tricritical point

T� = 0.29 ± 0.02, �59�

more precise than the first estimates of Eq. �57� and of Ref.
�12�. For y=0, the original couplings of the AT model satisfy
K=K4, meaning that the two constituent Ising models couple
strongly so as to give a single four-state Potts model. We
conclude that the transition at T� is in the universality class
of the critical ferromagnetic four-state Potts model. Note that
this identification is consistent both with the tricritical nature
of the transition, and with the existence of a RG marginal
direction in the Potts model �39�.

Meanwhile, for y=3/2 we have xH
�1�=1/8 and xH

�2�=1/2.
This is in nice agreement with the values of the first two
electric-type exponents as obtained from the CG of the pure
dimer model at T=Tc. Moreover, xt=2 becomes marginal
and can be identified with the monomer operator, which is
responsible for the transition.

As a last check of the AT identification, consider the point
y=1, where K4=0 and K= 1

2 ln�1+�2�, so that the model
decouples into two non-interacting critical Ising models.

Here one has xH
�2�=2xH

�1�=1/4 and xt=1. One can verify from
Fig. 30 that this indeed happens at the same temperature
TIsing�0.54.

The analysis presented in this section is in agreement with
the results of Ref. �17�.

C. Winding number fluctuations and Coulomb gas constant

In this section, we derive an analytical relation between
the coupling constant g of the CG in the high-T region and
the fluctuations of dimer winding numbers �to be defined
below�. As winding number fluctuations are easily accessible
in MC simulations, this allows for an independent calcula-
tion of the CG coupling constant that can be compared with
TM calculations.

Orienting the dimers from the odd sublattice toward the

even sublattice defines a fictitious “magnetic field” B� on each
bond �7�. Because each site has exactly one dimer, the lattice

divergence of this magnetic field is div B� =1 �respectively,
−1� on the even �respectively, odd� sublattice. As a conse-

quence �Gauss law�, the flux of B� through a contractible loop
�with as many sites from each sublattice� is zero in any dimer
covering �40�. However, the fluxes Wx and Wy through the
two �noncontractible� cycles winding around the torus are
two nontrivial integers. In the following, we denote
P�Wx ,Wy� the probability to observe a dimer configuration
with winding numbers Wx, Wy.

In the continuum limit, this probability can be obtained in
the high-T regime where the dimer configurations are coarse-
grained into a free field �41�. In the height representation of
Sec. VIII A 1, the field h is defined by the integral of its
derivative. The winding number across a cycle is given by
this integral along the cycle. The probability P�Wx ,Wy� is the
ratio of the partition function restricted to fields having wind-
ing numbers equal to Wx ,Wy across the two cycles of the
torus: ZWx,Wy

, divided by the total partition function
�Wx,Wy�ZZWx,Wy

.
This ratio can be evaluated as follows: one separates the

height field into a classical and a fluctuating part h=hcl+�
where hcl is the solution of the equations of motion �a har-
monic function� carrying the two winding numbers Wx ,Wy,
and � is a fluctuating field with no discontinuity. hcl being a
solution of the equations of motion, the crossed term disap-
pears from the action and the free part of the action �55� is
the sum of a classical part and a fluctuating part which does
not depend on the winding numbers. As a result, the partition
function ZWx,Wy

factorizes into a classical part ZWx,Wy

cl and a
fluctuating part Z�, which being independent of the winding
number, factorizes out of the probability P�Wx ,Wy�.

On a square torus of size Lx ,Ly, the classical height con-
figurations are given by

h�x,y� = x
Wx

Lx
+ y

Wy

Ly
, �60�

and the probability is obtained by substituting this field in the
expression of the Boltzmann weight
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P�Wx,Wy� =
e−�g��Wx/Lx�2+�Wy/Ly�2�LxLy

�n,m�Z e−�g��n/Lx�2+�m/Ly�2�LxLy
. �61�

The quadratic fluctuation of the winding number across the
direction x is thus given by

�Wx
2� =

�n�Z
n2e−�gn2�Ly/Lx�

�n�Z
e−�gn2�Ly/Lx�

. �62�

In the high-T phase of the dimer model, short-distance
properties are of course not described by a free height field.
However, a local dimer move cannot change the winding
number and we expect that the precise �non-Gaussian� nature
of the local fluctuations will not affect winding number ob-
servables. �Wx

2� is related to �fluctuations of� the global slope
of the height profile. It can be expressed using the Fourier
modes �k � �1 of the height field only �31� and these are
precisely those described by the Gaussian action.

In the noninteracting case �T= � �, where g=1/2, Eq. �62�
has recently been derived using the Pfaffian expression of the
partition function by Boutillier and de Tilière �42�. For other
values of T, it allows one to calculate through MC simula-
tions the temperature dependence of the coupling constant g,
which can be compared with the one obtained from dimer
and monomer exponents calculated via the TM �see Sec.
VIII B 1�. The temperature dependence of g�T� obtained by
the three methods match perfectly as can be seen in Fig. 31,
where the three curves basically overlap. The value of g at Tc
�denoted by a dashed line in the figure� is gc=g�Tc�=4.0�2�,
in agreement with the CG prediction gc=4. The CG analysis
and the free field calculation �62� are therefore entirely vali-
dated.

IX. DISCUSSION

A. Connection to other classical models

With the interpretation of Sec. VIII A 2, the interacting
classical dimer model is naturally related to other scalar-field
models displaying a CG behavior �11�. Even if it is not prob-
ably exactly solvable, its definition puts it among the most
simple ones, along with the XY or six-vertex models. More-
over, it can be quite naturally extended �e.g., by changing the
sign of interactions, going to other geometries�, which allows
one to test various features of the CG.

The model �1� also admits a height description �Sec.
VIII A 1�, which relates it to a variety of spin and solid-on-
solid models �see Ref. �31�, and references therein� which
display the same physical behavior. We believe this interact-
ing dimer model offers several advantages over these mod-
els: �i� its definition is quite simple and natural, �ii� it admits
two exacts points �at zero and infinite temperature�, �iii� very
efficient numerical simulations are possible �thanks to the
directed-loop algorithm �19� for the MC simulations and to
the relative small size of the configuration space for the TM
calculations�.

Concerning numerical simulations of heightlike models,
we find that the height description is not strictly necessary to
obtain reliable numerical results �as opposed to Ref. �31�c���.
Henley and co-workers �31� find the height representation
particularly useful because it allows for example, to calculate
the stiffness �or CG� constant g via the long-wave lengths
fluctuations of the Fourier transform of the height field. We
have proposed here an alternative method to obtain g via the
fluctuations of the winding number �see Sec. VIII C�, which
has the advantage of not involving any fitting procedure.

Concerning the physics of classical dimers, the analysis
presented here can probably be extended to the recent results
of Sandvik and Moessner �19� on noninteracting models with
longer-range dimers. For models with dimers allowed be-
tween next-nearest neighboring sites, the bipartite nature of
the lattice is lost and the �dislocation-free� height mapping
no longer valid: correlations become exponential. For mod-
els with a fraction of dimers allowed between fourth nearest
neighbors, both bipartiteness and height descriptions are
present: the system stays critical. There, Ref. �19� finds that
the monomer-monomer decay exponent continuously varies
�from 	m=1/2 to 	m=1/9� with the fraction �fugacity w4� of
longer-range dimers: this is naturally explained in our frame-
work by considering the variation of the CG constant g with
w4—which in turns controls the monomer-monomer decay
exponent. It it also found that the dimer-dimer correlation
keeps its 1 /r2 behavior. This last finding was accounted for
in Ref. �19� by considering the “dipolar” terms in the dimer-
dimer correlation functions. The corresponding part of the
dimer-dimer correlation function continues to vary as r−2

whereas the vertex contribution �35� scales as r−1/g�w4�. The
long-distance behavior observed in the numerics is therefore
dominated by the largest exponent between both; here it is 2.
This is reminiscent of spin-spin correlation functions of the
XXZ quantum spin chain �43� where the uniform part of the
�Sz�0�Sz�r�� correlation function decays as 1/r2 whereas the
staggered part decays as 1/rf��� where f is a continuous func-
tion of the anisotropy parameter �.

FIG. 31. �Color online� Coulomb gas coupling constant g as a
function of temperature T obtained via TM �through exponents X1

and X2—see Sec. VIII B 1� and MC calculations �thanks to Eq.
�62��.
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Finally, we remind the reader that the interacting dimer
model Eq. �1� was introduced in the context of liquid crystal
physics. By means of a low-T expansion, Poland and Swa-
minathan estimated in Ref. �13�b�� the transition temperature
to be Tc=0.61�1�, quite close to the actual result. However,
they incorrectly stated at that time that the transition was
Ising-like �second order� and did not realize the critical na-
ture of the high-T phase.

B. Implications for finite temperature properties
of the quantum dimer model on the square lattice

The classical model naturally offers informations about
the finite-T properties of QDM �8�, where quantum effects
are not dominant. In particular, the critical phase found in
our model should be present in all the high-T phase diagram
of the QDM: indeed, the rough nature of this phase was
shown to be intimately tied to the dimer hardcore constraint
and not to the details of fluctuations �thermal or quantum�.
We note in passing that, as in the classical case, doping the
QDM with monomers �static or mobile� will immediately
destroy this critical phase �29�. We also think that the finite-
T melting of the columnar phase will proceed via a KT tran-
sition as described here everywhere in the phase diagram of
the QDM �presumably, this is also the case for the melting of
the plaquette phase�. We note that these findings are in con-
trast to the finite-T phase diagram of the QDM proposed by
Leung and co-workers �25�, who speculated that the colum-
nar crystal would melt in two steps �with an intermediate
plaquette phase�, even in the classical limit.

The T=0 phase diagram of the QDM is usually accepted
as this �25,44,45� �with the standard notation of t for the
kinetic energy gained by flipping a plaquette�: for large nega-
tive v / t, the system is in a columnar phase. Increasing v / t,
the QDM experiences a quantum phase transition to a
plaquette phase at a quite uncertain value of v / t �see discus-
sion below�. The plaquette phase ends up at the Rokhsar-
Kivelson �RK� multicritical point v / t=1, where the correla-
tion functions display algebraic quasi-long-range order �8�.
For v / t�1, the system is in the staggered phase.

We are now armed to connect this phase diagram to our
finite-T results for t=0 and draw our proposed �v / t ,T / �v � �
schematic phase diagram �see Fig. 32�. We believe the criti-
cal phase present in the whole high-T region extends down to
low temperatures at the RK point. This critical phase can be
parametrized by the CG coupling constant g, and we draw
lines of iso-g in this region. The line g=4 denotes the bound-
ary between the high-T phase and the columnar phase �and
presumably to the plaquette phase as well�, corresponding to
the expected KT transition. As the transition from the
plaquette to the columnar phase is expected on general
grounds to be first order at T=0, we expect the transition to
subsist at finite temperature. On the right hand side of the
phase diagram, the rough phase will give rise to the stag-
gered phase at low temperatures via a vanishing of the CG
constant g→0. First results indicate that the transition is here
first order �15,46�. Finally, we conjecture that all iso-g lines
meet at the RK point �T=0,v / t=1� �see Fig. 32�, consistent
with the multicritical nature of the RK point �35�. Even

though numerically difficult �see discussion below�, it would
be very interesting to test these predictions, especially in the
vicinity of the RK point.

We now make a remark on the existence of the plaquette
phase. We first note that our classical model is amenable to
large-scale simulations, which is not the case of the QDM.
Numerical simulations of the QDM are indeed very difficult:
exact diagonalizations �25,26� are limited to small sizes �at
most 10�10 lattices� and even if the sign problem is absent
in the QDM, quantum Monte Carlo �QMC� calculations are
notoriously hard. Some progresses have, however, recently
been made in the Green function QMC formulation
�44,45,47�. These difficulties could have important conse-
quences for the plaquette phase: indeed, we saw that
plaquette correlations were important in our model and al-
tered finite-size behavior, even on systems as large as 160
�160. This is an indication that the plaquette phase in the
QDM could as well just disappear in the thermodynamic
limit. This is not so unlikely noticing that the critical point
separating the columnar and plaquette phase was first re-
ported �25� to be at v / t�−0.2, and then presumably around
v / t=0.60�5� when larger samples were available �44,45�:
this indicates that the plaquette phase extent actually shrinks
when increasing system size.

X. CONCLUSION

In this work, we studied a model of interacting close-
packed dimers on the square lattice, where the interaction
tends to align neighboring dimers. The ground-state consti-
tutes of dimers aligned in column and is fourfold degenerate.
The T=� point is the dimer coverings enumerating problem,
and displays algebraic correlations. With the help of MC and
TM simulations, we could show that the low-T crystalline

FIG. 32. �Color online� Schematic finite-temperature phase dia-
gram of the quantum dimer model on the square lattice. The differ-
ent crystals �columnar, plaquette and staggered� all melt into a high
temperature critical phase �denoted in blue� with algebraic correla-
tions characterized by a Coulomb gas constant g. See text for
details.
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columnar phase leaves place to a high-T critical phase, with
floating decay exponents of the correlation functions. The
transition takes place at Tc=0.65�1� and is of the KT type.
Via a height description of the dimer configurations, we de-
termined the effective continuum theory with a competition
between a stiffness term which favors rough height profiles
�critical phase for the dimers�, and a locking potential favor-
ing heights to be locked on four particular values �forcing the
dimers to align in one of the four columnar ground states�.
This description is equivalent to a CG of electric charges,
and the locking potential is in this picture associated with the
vertex operator of e=4 electric charges. This allows one to
interpret all the numerical results obtained in the high-T
phase in terms of the CG coupling constant g, which we
calculate numerically with high precision. The transition is
understood in the CG language as a proliferation of e=4
electric charges. This model is probably one of the simplest
versions of a CG with floating exponents. Finally, we have
established that doping the dimer model with monomers pro-
duces another critical line emanating from the KT point.
There is strong numerical evidence that this line is in the
universality class of the Ashkin-Teller model. The AT line
terminates in a tricritical point at finite T�=0.29�2�, in the
four-state Potts universality class. Below T� the transition
goes first order. In addition to their relevance to other clas-
sical models, the results of this work also have important
implications for QDM on bipartite lattices �see Sec. IX�. In
particular, it indicates that their high-T phase is also critical,
and we conjecture that this criticality extends down to the
RK point.
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APPENDIX A: PERTURBATIVE RENORMALIZATION
GROUP FOR THE 2D SINE-GORDON MODEL

We follow here the presentation given by Levitov �49�.
We write the energy of the sine-Gordon model as

E =� dDr
1

2
����2 + � cos�
��� . �A1�

We introduce two cutoffs � and �� in momentum space
so that the field � splits into fast and slow components

��k� = ��k�� + ��k��, �A2�

where ��k�� �fast� is nonzero only if ��� �k � �� and
��k�� �slow� is nonzero only if 0� �k � ���.

As usual we integrate over the fast component �� to
obtain a renormalized energy for the slow degrees of free-
dom

e−E������ =� D����e−E���+���. �A3�

It is simple to see that the elastic part of the energy does not
couple the slow and fast components

����2 = �����2 + �����2 �A4�

so that we have

e−E������ = e−�1/2��dDr�����2� D����

�exp�−
1

2
� dDr�����2 + �� dDr

�cos�
��� + ���� . �A5�

In the limit where the cosine term can be treated perturba-
tively we have

e−E������+�1/2��dDr�����2

�� D����e−�1/2��dDr�����2

��
r

„1 + � cos 
����r� + ���r��…

� �
r

„1 + ��cos 
����r� + ���r�����…

� exp���� dDr cos 
����r� + ���r����� ,

�A6�

and finally

E������ �
1

2
� dDr�����2 + �

�� dDr cos 
����r� + ���r�����, �A7�

where �¯��� is an expectation value with respect to the

�Gaussian� weight e−�1/2��dDr�����2
. This expectation value

can be computed in the following way:

�cos 
����r� + ���r�����=
1

2
ei
���r��ei
���r���� + H.c.

�A8�

and

�ei
���r���� �� D����exp��
����k���

dDk

�2��D

��−
k2

2
�k

��−k
� + i
�k

�eikr� . �A9�

The last expression is a product of Gaussian integrals. The
result is
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�ei
���r���� � exp�−

2

2
�

����k���

dDk

�2��D

1

k2 .

�A10�

Combining this result with Eqs. �A7� and �A8� we get

E������ �
1

2
� dDr�����2 + �*� dDr cos 
����r��

�A11�

with

�* = � exp�−

2

2
�

����k���

dDk

�2��D

1

k2 . �A12�

If D=2 we have

�
����k���

d2k

�2��2

1

k2 =
1

2�
ln

�

��
�A13�

and thus

�* = ����

�

2/�4��

. �A14�

The elastic term is of the order of �2 for �� and of order
��2 for ��. By integrating out ��, the importance of the
elastic term has been reduced by a factor � ��

�
�2

. The strength
of the cosine potential relative to the elastic terms has thus
been multiplied by

���

�

2/�4��−2

�A15�

when going from E to E��. Thus, we find that the cosine term
is irrelevant if 
2�8�. On the other hand, the systems goes
into a locked phase when 
2�8�.

To make contact with Eq. �55�, we take the following
normalization:

E =� dDr��g��h�2 + Vp cos�2�ph�� �A16�

and we find that it is equivalent to Eq. �A1� provided 


= p�2�
g . With this normalization, the cosine term is relevant

when g� p2 /4. For p=4 �relevant for the square lattice
dimer model�, we obtain that the cosine is relevant when the
stiffness g exceeds gc=4.

APPENDIX B: MAPPING OF THE ONE-COMPONENT
COULOMB GAS TO THE SINE-GORDON

MODEL

This derivation is a slightly more detailed version of the
argument presented in Chap. 4 of Polyakov’s book �50�. We
start from a system of charges interacting with a Coulomb
potential V�r�:

Z = �
N

�N

N! ��qa	
�
�ra	

exp�− �
a�b

qaqbV�ra − rb� , �B1�

where N is the number of charges, � their fugacity, ra �a
=1. . .N� their coordinates on a D-dimensional cubic lattice
�with unit lattice spacing�, and qa�Z their charges.

We write the interaction in momentum space

�
a�b

qaqbV�ra − rb� = �
r,r�

q�r�q�r��V�r − r�� �B2�

=� dDk

�2��Dq�k�q�− k�V�k� , �B3�

where

q�r� = �
a=1

N

qa��r − ra� �B4�

is the charge density at r and the Coulomb potential is

V�k� =
K

4k2 . �B5�

We decouple the charges �Hubbard-Stratonovich� by intro-
ducing a real scalar field ��r�:

Z = �
N

�N

N! ��qa	
�
�ra	

� D���r��

�exp�−
1

K
�

r

����r��2 + i�
i

q�ri���ri� . �B6�

Then we will perform the summation over the particle de-
grees of freedom: their number N, their charges qa and loca-
tions ra. This is just a sum over the charge density q�r�:

�
N,�qa	,�ra	

1

N!
= �

�q�r�	
. �B7�

In the limit of small fugacity ��1, configurations with
�q�r� � �1 are exponentially suppressed, and we can keep
only q�r�� �−1,0 ,1	. The number of particles is thus N
=�rq�r�2. We have to evaluate

�
q�r���−1,0,1	

��rq�r�2
ei�r��r�q�r� �B8�

=�
r
� �

q=−1

1

�q2
ei��r�q �B9�

=�
r

�1 + 2� cos ��r�� �B10�

�exp�2��
r

cos ��r� . �B11�

In the limit ��1, the partition function is that of the sine-
Gordon model

Z �� D���r��exp�−
1

K
�

r

����r��2 + 2��
r

cos ��r� .

�B12�
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